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Returning from the Dead: His Secret
Lover Chapter 597

But, that photo was taken when they started working at the company.

It was a white misty morning and Sasha got of a black car. Before she could
react, a man wrapped her up with a thick jacket to shield her from the cold.
The man looked at her lovingly with a shy smile.

That smile…

Yancy was jealous of the sight of it, not to mention Solomon.

I’ve never met a man who could love me the way Sebastian loves Sasha!

“Mrs. Tsurka?”

“Okay, send this to him. Oh, do send the documents Akiko sent us to him as
well. I hope this would serve as a good wake-up call for him,” Yancy spoke
harshly as she went back into trimming.

A few minutes later, Solomon, who was in Sinch Enterprise, Terrandya,
received two files.

Click
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He opened the first file that revealed two photos. His eyes were instantly glued
to the first as he stared at it for a long time.

Then, he flipped to the next photo that was a photo of Sasha and Sebastian
together. His eyes quickly turned red in anger as he clenched his fists so hard
that the pencil broke into two.

However, that was not the only thing that upset him.

He lost control of his temper when he saw the second document before his
eyes when he noticed the title of the document. It stated “2-3 years
sentenced” above.

He narrowed his eyes in disbelief as he slid everything off his table to the
ground angrily.

“Mr. George? Is everything alright?”

The staff rushed in as soon as they heard the noise.

Yet, as soon as they entered Solomon’s office, they heard Solomon roar loudly,
“Get out of my office!”

I can’t believe the woman of my dreams is now in the arms of another man. As
for me, I’m facing a prison sentence. I feel like my life is falling apart!

Solomon’s eyes were blood red and filled with hatred!
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Sasha was worried sick for the past couple of days. But thankfully, Yancy had
yet to contact her ever since. Similarly, there wasn’t anything odd going on in
the legal department as well.

I guess I must be overthinking things.

She sighed and relaxed at that thought.

“Mrs. Hayes, Christmas Eve is around the corner. I would like to return home
for the holidays. Do you have any plans while I’m gone?” Wendy asked.

As soon as Sasha had her breakfast, Wendy told her about her plan to return
home during Christmas.

Oh man, she’s usually the one who takes care of the matter in the house. But
now that she’s gone for the holidays, I’m going to need an adult to stay home
to look after the kids and my insane mother-in-law.

Well, Sabrina wouldn’t be a good choice of candidate. I guess it’s going to be
me then.

Sasha had no choice but to wait for Sebastian to come back in the evening
and discuss the matter with him.

“If something comes up in the company, you could hire someone to replace
me,” Sasha suggested.

As soon as she said, Sebastian, who was laying on top of her thrust harder.

“Oh…”

Sasha let out an uncontrollable moan as her toes stretched out.
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“Oh really? It seems like you just want to stay home instead of going to the
office, am I right?” Sebastian asked in a low and hoarse voice. He then
continued thrusting harder.

Sasha couldn’t even respond as much as she wanted to.

She could only grab onto Sebastian helplessly as he continued to make love to
her.

A couple of hours later, the couple lay in each other’s arms, exhausted.

“Are you happy now? Could you think about my question earlier?”

“What question?” Sebastian decided to play dumb.

Sasha was so tired she couldn’t even lift a finger. Yet, she chuckled at his
behavior. “Fine then. If you don’t want me to stay home, then hire someone
else to replace Wendy.”

“Hmm, that’s a good idea.” He nodded.

Oh wow, I didn’t expect him to agree.

Wendy was taken back.

“My mom’s not in her best condition and the kids are so young. You can’t deal
with them on your own. So, I’ve already hired someone else to look after them.
However, if you’re still worried, you may ask your dad to come over,” Sebastian
explained his plan to Sasha.

My dad?
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Sasha widened her eyes. “Wait, get my dad here?”

Sebastian nodded. “It’s almost Christmas. Don’t you want him to be by our
side during the festive season? Lance would return home by then too, right?
How could you allow your dad to spend Christmas on his own?”

Sasha was touched as she threw herself into his arms.

“You’re the best, Sebastian.”

“We’re a family, you silly girl. But, I do have a question to ask you,” Sebastian
suddenly said.

“Go ahead. What is it?”

Sasha looked up as her eyes were slightly watery as she was very touched by
Sebastian’s arrangements.

To her surprise, as soon as she said so, she could feel his hand moving
around her waist area.
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“I just want to ask about this. I’ve tried so hard, but why aren’t my efforts
showing any results?”

He slid his finger down to her stomach and pointed at her lower abdomen.

Sasha was stunned.

So he wants to ask about this?

The light in her eyes dimmed as she lowered her head silently.

Sebastian was dumbstruck.

What happened? Why isn’t she saying anything? She doesn’t seem to be in a
good mood. Should I have not mentioned this? Is she unwilling to have any
more children?

At that moment, Sebastian regretted saying that.

“Darling, I…”
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“Sebby, I’m sorry… I might not be able to have children with you anymore.
When I gave birth to the three kids, my womb was severely injured. Dr. Kaye
said that I won’t be able to get pregnant again.”

Suddenly, Sasha, who was leaning against his chest, spoke in an extremely
guilty tone.

Still embracing her, Sebastian felt like he had just been struck by lightning.

She can’t get pregnant anymore? It’s because of me, right?

All of a sudden, the image of her rolling down the stairs while pregnant
resurfaced in his mind. A feeling of extreme guilt immediately engulfed him.

With a pang of guilt, he raised his hand and slapped himself hard.

Slap!

“Sebby, what are you doing? Why are you hitting yourself?”

When Sasha heard that, she immediately lifted her head and stared at him in
shock.

However, as if he could feel no pain, he wanted to keep slapping himself. If it
were not for Sasha grabbing his hand, he might have slapped himself again.

“What are you doing? That happened so many years ago. You don’t have to do
this to yourself. I’ve never blamed you either!”
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Sasha was smart enough to read his mind. Hence, she quickly coaxed him
with tears glistening in her eyes.

Sebastian’s eyes were red. After a while, he raised his head and gazed at her.
“You really don’t blame me? If it weren’t for me, you wouldn’t…”

“I don’t blame you. It’s true that I hated you back then, but I have gotten over it
now. We’ve both been lied to and manipulated by others. That was what led to
the tragedy. Also, I heard that you weren’t that cruel. After I supposedly died,
you still buried me in a nice spot despite not having any feelings for me.
Right?”

In order to alleviate his feelings of guilt, Sasha deliberately teased him.

Indeed, an unnatural expression crossed Sebastian’s face.

“Stop talking about that.”

“Fine. Let’s not bring up the past anymore. Although we’ve lost some things
along the way, what we’ve gained now is much more valuable, right?”

He had to admit that Sasha was a very generous and thoughtful lady.

Everyone knew how important a woman’s reproductive organ was to them.
However, she thought that compared to the things that she had now,
everything else was no longer important.

In the end, Sebastian could not even utter a single word.

All he could do was to hug her tightly.
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After Sasha fell asleep, he opened his eyes, tucked her into the blankets gently
and stood up.

“Mr. Hayes, our investigation showed that Mr. Hayes Sr. used to be a soldier.
His commander was Mr. Jadeson’s uncle.”

In the middle of the night, Karl stood under the cypress tree and told his boss
about what he had found from his investigation over the past two days.

Does that old man actually share such a relationship with Devin’s uncle?

Sebastian was surprised.

“How was their relationship? Were they close?”

“Someone saw Shin here before. Considering that this is the Hayes Residence,
they must be close,” analyzed Karl.

Sebastian was shocked again.

When Frederick was still alive, he had never heard him talk about it.

Furthermore, he also heard another name—Shin Jadeson!

“Mr. Hayes, why did you instruct me to investigate this all of a sudden? Are you
planning on letting Ms. Sabrina marry into the Jadeson family?”

Sebastian gave no response.

“This can’t do, Mr. Hayes! Although Shin is from the Jadesons family, haven’t
you heard what Devin said? He’s an outcast and has been ostracized by the
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family. Even if you’ve found out that he has a close relationship with Mr. Hayes
Sr., the Jadesons might not be willing to acknowledge it.”

Karl became anxious and started babbling.

Sebastian’s face looked grim.

“What nonsense are you spouting? Who said that I’m letting her marry into the
Jadeson family? I have instructed you to investigate it because there’s
something fishy about it.”

“What do you mean?”

“It isn’t a shameful thing to be a soldier, so why didn’t Frederick mention him to
me? Also, the Jadesons isn’t any average family. If Devin’s uncle was close to
my father, why is he kept in the dark as well? What are the Jadesons hiding?”

Sebastian was very intelligent. Standing in the dark, he asked the questions
that had been constantly on his mind. His gaze was so sharp that no one
would dare to meet it.
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